Ph.D. Program in Mathematics
Course Description - Spring 2020

Logic I
Course Title: _________________________________________________________________
712
Course #:____________________________________________________________________

TuTh 6:30 - 8:00 pm
Time and Location: ____________________________________________________________
Russell Miller
Instructor Name: ______________________________________________________________
russell.miller@qc.cuny.edu, 718-997-5853: GC4432, 212-817-8142
Contact Information: ___________________________________________________________

Math 711 or partial equivalent (see description below)
Pre-Requisites:________________________________________________________________

TuTh 5:30-6:30 pm
Office Hours: _________________________________________________________________

Description:
Math 712 is the spring-semester half of the yearlong logic sequence Logic I. It presents Kurt Gödel's
Completeness and Incompleteness Theorems in full detail, and then spends three to four weeks
introducing the students to computability theory and another three to four weeks introducing them to set
theory. (Broadly speaking, the four main subdisciplines within logic are computability theory, model theory,
proof theory, and set theory.) For the first part, we will follow Chapters 2 and 3 of Enderton's text *A
Mathematical Introduction to Logic*. The following two segments will refer intermittently to the texts
*Recursively Enumerable Sets and Degrees*, by Soare, and *Set Theory: an Introduction to Independence
Proofs*, by Kunen; but students should not need to purchase these two texts. In concert with Math 711,
this course provides full preparation for the Math Program's qualifying exam in logic.
Naturally, the normal prerequisite for Math 712 is Math 711, the first half of the sequence. The content of
711 is mainly model theory. However, not all of this content will be necessary for 712. Some background
in model theory will be assumed, but many students may have adequate preparation from a decent
undergraduate logic course, or may be able to pick it up on their own before 712 begins. Of course, the
ideal plan is to take 711 in the fall and then 712 the following spring (and then, most likely, the logic
qualifying exam). However, students who missed 711 should not consider themselves ineligible for 712,
especially given that the 711-712 sequence will not be offered again until the 2021-22 academic year.

